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. . ."Linette" playin9 cards
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playing pairs. They are packed singly in tuck cases.
Retail price 3j3d. per pack.
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Potterton
bridge problelll

No.3
HIS IS ONE of a series o f
Potterton problems in play,
set by Terence Reese, which will
appear each month. The answer
will be given next month.

T

WEST

J,:AST

+ K QJ 10 8 53 2 +
• 63
++ Q 98

A7
• A 10 2
+ AK8752

AN SWER. Pick a Potterton boiler for
central heating. And enjoy every
hand in blissliul warmth and comfort. A Pottcrton is effortlessly automatic. For infC>rmation write to Miss
M. Meredith at 20 - 30 Buckhold
Road, London S.W.18. Or p hone
her at VANdyke 7202.

A N SWER 1·0 PROBLEM NO. 2

+ A3

\<\1hen' both opponents follow to the

second Spade West has 12 tricks
on top, but as he is playing in a
pairs he shou.ld take the very sl ight
risk auendant on the best play for
an overtrick. He continues with
Ace and King of Clubs and a club
ruff. Jf the clubs are 4-2, he plays
a spade to the 10, ruffs another
club, and returns to dummy with
+ A. When he cashes the fifth club
he will squeeze an opponent who
holds four diamonds and • K Q.

In a team event West plays in Seven
Spades, with no opposition bidding.
North leads the King of Hearts and
the Ace wios. How should West plan
the play?
FURTHE R PROB L E M How Can keen
bridge players devote all their
concentration to their game undistracted by chills and draughts and
undisturbed by trips for fuel?

Potterton Boil4ers
at the heart

of effici ent central heating-oil or gas

A MJl:;)rBER OF T'aE

(I)

DE LA RUE OUOUl'

''Polltrton,. is cz rtiJ'Stcrt.d lrade mark
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Editorial
assume that bridge players are
counted as good customers.

ONE-WAY TRAFFIC

In recent years British players
have enjoyed a good measure
of hospitality on the Continent.
Leaving aside the European
Championships, there have been
tours of Sweden and the Rhine
Army, regular visits to Belgium,
an Italian tournament at St.
Vincent, and the Dutch summer
tournaments at Scheveningen. Invitations have come from even
little Iceland.

In Britain there is a different
climate. With honourable exceptions, such as Torquay, the
fashionable resorts do not ;;go
out of their way to attract
tournament bridge. The best
deal that I can remember getting
from the city fathers is a free
deckchair ticket, while the worst,
one National Pairs final, was at a
Midlands caravanserai. A local
sleuth noticed that I bad parked
my car without lights and a drag
net was put out. In a dawn swoop
on my hotel, I was hounded from
fitful slumber and asked for my
driving licence.

Nor has this goodwill been
directed solely at the big names of
British bridge. Ordinary players
have been entertained year by
year at the Juan-Les-Pins festival
and at the Vichy pairs tournament.

BE OUR GUEST

By contrast one does not recall
much corporate generosity on the
British side, apart from the big
international tournament at Selfridge's in '1957, when De La Rue
picked up the bill.

One appreciates that in Britain
it is difficult to sell bridge to stolid
authorities and hotel associations,
though this is a field in which
bridge might benefit from a paid
publicity officer. But we are in
debt to our Continental friends
and ought to return their hospitality, with or without outside
help:

OUR ISLAND HOME

On the Continent it is usual for
the local casino to contribute in
one way or another. Since casino
managers are not compulsive
philanthropists, we may modestly

The obvious solution is to invite
their teams to our best congresses;
Eastbourne, for example.
5

APREs EUX LE DELUGE

you will be v•ery pleased at what
1 shall do."

The fortunate members of a
certain London club have a treat
in store. Victor Mollo and Ewart
Kempson announce that they
have observed a general decline
in the graciousness of modern
living. To redress the matter they
propose to play an exhibition
rubber in evening dress.

The first
hundred.

board

cost

eight

MEL VILLE··SMITH TROPHY

The final of the London team
championship• takes place at
Quent's Club, 22 H ill Street, w:1,
on 23 June. The finalists are R .
Preston (Roc:kfelt, Flint, Swirr:er,
Franklin, L. lrarlo) and M. Harrison Gray (Rose, R. and J.
Sharples, North, Pugh). The
match is over 64 boards, beginning
at 2.30 p.m. T here is no charge to
spectators.

CH ARMED, I 'M SURE

In the individual tournament
at Juan-Les-Pins a French lady
sat opposite Joan Durran and
informed her: "Madam, J understand that you are a very good
player. I, too, am not bad and

The giant scoreboard at Cannes was much tldmired.
Photo by A. Traverso, Cannes.
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Texas Temptations
by P. van WEEREN, Holland

After a !NT opening, particularly a weak lNT, there are many
"lazy" bids which ought in the
best circles to work much harder.
First, let me recall the important contribution to skilful "weak
no trumping" made by Alan
Truscott in his articles under the
title "The Second Stage of Stayman" in February and March,
1959. Truscott demonstrated that
when the responder to I NT has a
weak unbalanced hand which
includes a four-card major, then
a mjnor or major suit fit can be
found by applying logic to the
simple English version of Stayman.
I cannot go into detail here but
Truscott's central idea is, that
after the 1NT opener has responded to Two Clubs, a bid by
responder at the level of Two
should show only a four-card suit.
If opener has a satisfactory fit in
this suit-three or more cardshe passes. If he has a doubleton
in the suit he must search elsewhere for the fit that nearly always
exists.
Truscott deals effectively with
these weak hands. But there are
many hands of medium strength
which are difficult to bid accurately

opposite a weak no trump. For
example:• J

X

<V QJxx x

0 A Kxx
+ xx
There may be a game if partner
bas fitting cards, but bow can one
portray these precise values? According to The Acol System
Today the choice, after 1NT- Two
Clubs-Two Diamonds, is between 2NT and a non-forcing
Three Hearts. But 2NT does not
show the five-card major and
Three Hearts may already be too
high if partner has a doubleton
heart.
In October, 1961, Mr. F. H.
Sherwood wrote an article proposing that on this sort of hand
responder should first bid Two
Clubs, then show his suit at the
minimum level. So a sequence
such as JNT - Two Clubs Two Diamonds - Two Hearts
or Two Spades would be understood as invitational, showing a
hand of the above type.
It is in fact the general practice
in Holland to treat such sequences
as invitational, but do you see the
annoying point? If you play
that way you cannot use Truscott's
7
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method on weak unbalanced
hands, because Truscott stipulates
that responder's second bid shows
a four-card suit in these sequences.
But my partner and I wanted
to play both. We wanted Truscott's method for the weak hands
and we wanted accuracy for the
invitational hands. Our solution
is sound but some people will say
it goes from bad to worse; i.e.,
from one convention to another.
We accept the Truscott method
for weak hands with a four-card
major and we deal with other
sorts of hands by the use of
Texas. It goes like this:lNT-Two Diamonds with fivecard hearts or longer and any
hand below game strength;
lNT- Two Hearts with five-card
spades or longer, again below
game strength.
Partner is obliged to bid Two
Hearts or Two Spades respectively,
in the usual Texas way, and now
many courses of action are open
to responder.
Pass with a weak hand that
wants to play in Two Hearts or
Two Spades;
2NT with 5-3-3- 2 or similar
and about eleven points. (In
other words, the sort of hand that
Mr. Sherwood was concerned
with. The five-card suit of course
is the one which ·partner has
named in response to Texas.)

du

Bridge
Un progra mme complet pour
a mate urs et experts
OiJrectlo n techn ique :
A. Flnklesteln
Abonnement :annuel
(12 numeros )
220 frs. bel1e~

M, Avenuo Loulae, Bruxe lle• .

Three H ear.ts or Three Spades
with six-card suit and game
possibilities if opener has quick
tricks.
A new suit s.hows a second fivecard suit. T his disposes of the
awkward problems which arise
when holding, for example, + x
y>QJxxx OAQxxx • xx opposite
a weak I NT.
You will see that we cannot bid
Two Diamonds naturally in response to !NT but this is a small
loss. In my e:xperience the bid is
seldom made in practice because
it advertises weakness and has no
pre-emptive value. Holding, say,
0 Kxxxxx you lose nothing by
waiting until the opponents double.
8

1 hope I have shown that our
partnership methods achieve a
great improvement in accuracy
for very little trouble. But for
the sake of honesty and completeness I must admit that,
having accepted the Texas principle, we could not resist the
temptation to go further and
introduce sequences that might be
repulsive to Acolized English
minds (and D utch mind~ too, for
that matter).

THE AMERICAN
BRIDGE WORLD
Subscriptions
for One Year • £l 6 0
Two Years • • £3 15 0

Sole Arent in Great Britain :

For example, how do you
show a strong six-card minor
when partner opens l NT? Something like + Ax <:? lOxx Oxx
+ KQIOxxx. We bid Two Spades
(an otherwise idle bid, for we can
bid a Texas Two Hearts if we
really have spades) and partner is
vbliged to bid 2NT. Now we bid
Three of our suit and leave
partner to pass or to bid on if he
fits the suit.

Mn. R.bi Mulr.ua
5 BuU M...-ioas, Bui.l Street, S.W.3

It is possible the editor will
shudder and leave out these
horrible Two Spade and 2NT
conventions, and you can too if
you like. They are theoretically
sound, and cost nothing, but I
admit that they are not absolutely
essential.

How do you show five- five or
six- five in the minors without
going beyond range of 3NT? We
bid I NT- 2NT and opener is
obliged to say Three Clubs. Now
responder can make a cue bid in
hearts or spades if he is so
minded. (A natural raise to 2NT
is shown by first responding Two
Clubs, then bidding 2NT.) T hese
ideas, incidentally, resemble the
relay principles of the Ghestem
system.

But please think about the
Texas bids; INT-Two Diamonds
and lNT-Two Hearts. My partner and I often employ the
Truscott manoeuvres and we also
use the Texas bids to reach many
games on shape and minimum
values. In this way we have
earned a lot of points- which is
perhaps not the ultimate goal of
bridge, but it is pleasant to win
sometimes.
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London and the South
by ALAN HIRON
West dealer
Love all

The result of the National Pairs
Championship at Leicester was:lst
2nd

3rd
4th
5th

P. Gordon and Dr.
Rockfelt
Mrs. Corwen and
Mrs. Oldroyd
Buckley and Sheehan
Saunders and Winston
Barbour and Figgis
Average

1205

WEST

EAST

• 97 32
<:! A 10 8 4

+ AK5
<:J KQ762
() K 5
+ Q 82

·-

OQJ872

1155
1153

1146
1138
1053

WES'T

EAST

Priday
Truscott
No
l <:J
3() (a)
5+ (b) 6<:1 (c)

3.

(a) H aving passed, this shows a
fit in hearts a:s well as a diamond
suit.
(b) This sort of jump bid shows
explicitly a void in clubs. Note
that West would not dare to bid
in this sensational fashion with so
few high cards if his hand were
not limited by his original pass.

The winners led from the start
and with three above-average
sessions were never seriously challenged. I n contrast, the struggle
for second place was very dogged,
as the scores indicate. Mrs.
Corwen and Mrs. Oldroyd just
held on, following up their successes at the Scarborough Congress. It was pleasing also to find
the younger contenders well represented near the top of the final
table.

(c) Nothing; to wait for.
It was not surprising to find
that they weJre the only pair to
reach Six Hea.rts. T he foundation
stone of the whole auction was
West's original pass and both
players admitted that they would
have been unlikely to reach the
slam apart fmm this circumstance.

My partner and I were unlucky
enough to be opposed by Priday
and Truscott when they were
dealt the cards shown in the next
column. They reached an excellent slam on minimum values by
means of a brisk but scientific
auction.

From the following innocuouslooking deal 1there arose a treacherous end po!;ition.
10

North dealer
East-West vulnerable

NORTH

+ 8
\!)-

NORTH

+ K 8 53

0-

\!) 7
0 J 53
+ A Q 10 7 4
W EST

• Q94 2
\!) Q 83
0 74
KJ62

+

·-

+ AQ 10

EAST

W EST

+9

EAST

\!) -

+ A 107
\!) J 6542
0 A98
95

0-

+K J6

\!) J 6

·-

0-

+95

SOUTH

+

\!) 10

SOUTH

0 6

• J6
\!) A K 10 9
0 K Q 10 6 2
83

+83

+

however, lose if East was clutching King and another club and
the good heart. But if East
held the King of clubs would he
not have played for the big money
by baring it and keeping his two
heart winners? Then declarer
would no longer have a safe
throw-in.
Or would East, if he held the
King of clubs, be afraid to bare it
for fear that declarer would see
through his deception and put up
the Ace?

South landed in 3NT and West
selected + 2 as his opening lead.
East put on the Ace and returned
the 7 to the Jack, Queen and
King. Declarer set to work with
the diamonds and East finally
took the Ace, cashed + 10 and
exited with a heart. Before South
played his last winner the position
was as shown in the next column.
06 was played from declarer's
hand and West had to part with
a small club. Dummy relinquished
the now useless + 8 and East
threw a heart, setting South an
interesting problem. He has, of
course, a baby endplay by putting
East on lead with the last heart,
but by f}nessing clubs instead be
might make all the remaining
tricks. The club play would,

This is a world of bluff and
counter-bluff which declarer does
better to ignore. Instead he
should take note of the fact that
not all pairs will be in 3NT on a
combined 23 count, and he should
therefore play the safe throw-in
for nine tricks.
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A gay time was had by all on
the layout below.

Several declarers went adrift on
this deal:-

South dealer
Love all

West dealer
Game all

NORTH

\?K876
0 KQ
+ A 92
WEST

EAST

+ K5
<:?10
OA86532
+ Q854

• 82
\?AJ9532
0 J 10 9 7 4

SOUTH

·- ·WEST

• J 973

·-

\?Q10952
0 A KJ 9
+ A Q 10 9

Six Diamonds was reached at
most tables but was often defeated. After a plain suit lead
twelve tricks were readily obtainable on cross-ruff lines-a plan
which require:s only that South
hold three or more clubs, as two
clubs have to be ruffed low before
the high cross-ruff begins. After
a trump lead, however, declarer
can either rely on his ability to
make two spade tricks before
cross-ruffing or, preferably, he
can take another round of trumps.

+ A Q 10 6 4
<:? Q 4

0•

EAST

+ AQJ542
\?A 8
0 Q 10 8 3 2

K J 10 7 6 3

Against Six Spades, West Jed
<:? 10 and got a ruff but in the
excitement he missed the delicate
significance of his partner's <:?2
and tried to cash the Ace of
diamonds. In turn I successfully
felled the King of trumps but
omitted to extract + 8 before
touching clubs. This setback,
however, proved a mere fleabite
compared with the assorted disasters that befell rival NorthSouths: diamor.d contracts by
East-West, doubled and made,
were two-a-penny and Five and
Six Spades doubled had cost 500
and 700. We scored 19 points out
of a possible 26, which restored
my faith in Lady Luck.

If these a1rc found to divide
equally he is again faced with a
choice of plays: spades to be no
worse than five- two (possibly
conceding a trick to the King), or
the heart suit to yield three tricks.
The first alternative gave chances
of an overtrick and so attracted
the keener operators, but the
spades turned out to be six- one
and they were defeated when any
reasonable al;ternative would have
succeeded.
12

East (rightly) could see no reason
for not raising directly to Three.
I may be old-fashioned but I see
little virtue in bidding lNT on
the West hand. It contains no
tenaces and is virtually a twosuited hand, albeit four- four in
the minor suits. The weak JNT ,
like Futile Willie's prepared club,
is not "a wonderful weapon- to
be used on every conceivable
occasion."

Scarborough Congress
Allowing my customary geographic licence, I spent a very
pleasant weekend at the Y.C.B.A.
annual congress at Scarborough.
There was an even larger attendance than in previous years but
the tournament direction was
particularly smooth. Results:Moortown Cup (Pairs): I $t Mrs.
Corwen and Mrs. Oldroyd; 2nd
Mrs. Blackson and Major Field.
Fell-Vincent Cup (Teams): Miss
Kirby, Reed, Varley and Sindell.
Scarborough Trophy (Mixed
Teams) : Miss Kirby, Reed, Varley
and Sindell.
J ohn Colley Trophy (One Session Teams) : M rs. Crawford, Mrs.
Moore, Seddon and Myerhoff.
Ladies Teams: Mrs. Corwen,
Mrs. Oldroyd, M rs. Gatti and
Mrs. Hiron.

If West opens One Diamond
the good fit in two suits is found
and the slam is probably bid. This
was the second example:-

+ A7
~ 10 54
0 KQ93

• KQ87

EAST

+ A

+ KQ5

~ 732

~ AS

0
.

Q 7
0 A K 10 9 8 6 4
AJ97432 . 6

Thirteen tricks are highly probable with diamonds as trumps,
but many pairs languished in 3NT
or even in a club part-score after
an ill-advised pre-emptive bid by
West.

Time and again one sees minorsuit slams missed because the
no-trump urge is too strong.
T here were two such hands in the
qualifying round of the pairs.
West dealer
Love all
W EST

West dealer
Game all
W EST

Even where West opened One
Club and the bidding went: East
- Two Diamonds, West- Three
Clubs, East- Three D iamonds,
West often withheld any measure'
of diamond support, instead trying Three Spades or a cunning
Three Hearts and subsiding over
3NT by East.

EAST

+ K 10 3

~ AK

0 J 10 8 4
• A 10 9 3

At almost every table West
opened with a weak J NT and
13

After the natural raise to Four
Diamonds by West (over East's
Three Diamonds) at least a small
sla m must be reached a nd if East
puts partner with nine cards in
the minor suits, which sounds
plausible, he may well contract
for the grand slam.

London Association Trophy : Mr.
and Mrs. Lamport, M. Walicki
and H. Sille.
Piccadilly Cup : Mrs. Kra us, R .
Franses, J. :Pearlstone and E.
Rosenfelder.
Anne R eese Cup
1st Mrs. Alder and Mrs. Davis;
2nd Mrs. Jua n and Miss Shanaha n.

London Congress
Team Championship: D r. R ockfelt, P. Gordon, R. a nd J. Sharples.
Pairs Championship: 1st R. and
J. Sharples; 2nd R . Fra nses and
E. Rosenfelder.
Mecca Pairs: M rs. Edwards
and Mrs. Simons.
Mixed Pairs : Miss Soffer and
E. Schon.

Mayfair Bridge Studio
A successful team tournament
was held on behalf of the Deaf
and Dumb Association and over
£200 was collected. The National
Li beral Club generously provided
accommodatk>n without charge.

Blueprint for Bidding
The Acol System Today, by Terence Reese and Albert D ormer, bas
now been published in the United States by Ste~rl i n g Pu blishing Co.
under the title Blueprint for Bidding. A mong the fi rst comments is
the following from the fou nder of sui t-preference signals:" Jt will leave its impress on both sides of the Atlantic for a long time
to come. I like it because it stresses logic rather than wooden rules . . .
" T he finest exposition of good bidding that bas ever appeared in a
book."-H y Lavinthal.
Practical Odds at Contract Brit~ge
T he second edition of this authoritative work b y Roy Telfer (edited
•by Alex Traub) is now available. I t includes an additional chapter
entitled " How the Odds Alter," following on the learned discourses
on the subject which appeared in this magazine during the past year.
Practical Odds at Contract Bridge can be ordered! from Col. Telfer at
Plymouth Bridge Clu b, Moor View Terrace, Plymout h, price 25/- plus
postage.
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Below we reproduce the May problems

Problem No. S (10 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
20
I+
No
No
3+
?
South holds:+ 2 <:::}AJ63 OAJ + A87543.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I. M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
No
lNT
3NT
No
No
4+
Redbl.
DbI.
No
No
?
South holds:+ KQ8632 <:::)Q7 08 + KQ54.
· What should South bid?

J+

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEsT
EAST
1<:::)
No
No
?
South holds:+ K4 \;}AK7643 OA62 + A7.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if North
had responded Two Diamonds instead
of One Spade?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I .M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1<:::)
No
No
?
South holds:+ K <::;JKQ1095 OA9732 + AQ.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 3 (10 points)
Match - point pairs, North - South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
lNT
(12-14)
No
2+
2<:::}
No

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
10
30
3+
?
South holds:+ AKJ3 \;)A742 0865 + 83.
What should South bid?

?
South holds:+ AJ953 <:::}87 OAQ63 + 102.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 4 (20 points)
,
!.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
2+
3+
3+
No

P roblem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
10
2+
No
30
No
3<:::}
No
4<:::)
No
4NT
6<:::)
No
50
No
No
No
No
South holds:+ JJ <:::}832 06542 + A875.
What should South lead?

?
South holds:+ A9 \;)AKJ98763 O Q + AS.
(a) Do you agree with South's bid of
Two Clubs? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?
15

The Hutchinson <:oup
by A. HUTCHINSON

"Let me sec now," said my wife,
reflectively, "It must have been
on Monday-yes, definitely, Monday."
"Sunday, surely," I corrected.
"No, I'm quite certain it was
Monday. I remember because we
had grilled steak for dinner that
day and it was the nicest piece
we'd had for ages. I got it
from- ."
"No! No!" I interrupted firmly,
" l'm sure it was Sunday. l
remember because we played the
third session of the National Pairs
Championship final that day. To
me it was remarkable for one
hand in particular. Here, let me
show you," I said eagerly.
NORTH

+ A KJ 9
~ KJ 8
0 KJ96
+ Q4
WEST

EAST

• 864
~ 74

• 7 53 2
10 3
0 Q 84
• 10 7 6
~A

0 A 52
+ AK932
SOUTH

+ Q 10
~ Q9 652

0

lO 7 3

4 d85
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"I sat Sou1th. Partner opened
rais,ed my response of
I NT to 2NT which completed the
auction.
"When West led + 3 and
dummy was exposed, my spirits
fell to below zero. Clearly the
hand would in some cases be
played in nc• trumps from the
North side, when a more favourable lead might well be received,
and other tables would probably
be playing in hearts which would
certainly be better too. I was
obviously doomed to a poor
result, partic-ularly if the clubs
divided 5-3.
"I played low from dummy, of
course, and, when East produced
the 10, J ducked smartly."
This clearly shook her. "Are
you quite sure you're all right
now?" she enquired with feigned
concern.
"Some time ago," l explained,
ignoring the typical wifely remark, "J was faced with a somewhat similar position. I had a
doubleton 10 in dummy and
Q9x in my own hand. West led
a small card and 1 carelessly
mistook East's Jack for the King
and played low with surprising
results. Thus by sheer chance, as

I+ and

with so many of the world's great
discoveries, the Hutchinson Coup
was born."
·"Go on."
" It must be emphasised," I
continued, warming to my theme,
" That this is no coup for every
day use at the table. The surgeon
does not open his patient's heart
for fun; he does it as a last attempt
to save life. So let it be with this
play."
"I never knew you had it in
you," she exclaimed in reluctant
admiration, "Go on."
"The point then is this. The
opponents are misled as to the
distribution and West in particular can easily go wrong. In the
National Pairs final I could not
expect many points from the deal,
so was it not worth gambling
those few against the possibility
of many? Clearly it was.
"So East's 10 was allowed to
hold and she returned the 7 to her
partner's Kjug. With bated breath
1 waited. What would he do? In
fact he led
Gratefully I
accepted the trick and led a small
heart to dummy's Jack and East's
Ace. After some thought, she
got off lead with the heart 10 and,
with West following suit, I spread
my hand, conceding the last trick
only."
"Some people have all the
luck," said she enviously. "I

.2.
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The new, true classic: of bridge
(Guy Ramsey in the Doily Telegraph}

THE

EXPERT GAME
by Terence Reese

Edward Arnold Ltd.

lls. 6d.

wonder you don't sprout horns
and a tail."
1 smiled cheerfully.
"East queried her partner's
failure to play the Ace of clubs
when in with the King. His
explanation that he was fixed,
thinking I held four originally,
found no favour in his lady's
eyes."
"Well, he would have been no
worse off playing the Ace first
even if you had four, would he?"
"I suppose not, but, so strong
was the impression that I expect
he thought it didn't matter.
Normally he would make his
tricks anyway. It is also possible
that he put his partner with
J1 Oxx. and was afraid she would
block the suit if he played the
Ace."
''I'll bet East wasn't very
pleased."
"She took it very well, but
nevertheless one was left with a
distinct impression. He was, it
seemed, her man- but he done
her wrong."
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In aid of the
BANSTEAD PLACE REHABILITATION CENTRE

The Dorin Cup
A pairs contest supported by internationa.l players
To be held at the
DRIFT BRIDGE HOTEL,
Reigate Road, Epsom, on 25th July at 7.45 p.m.
Limited to 66 pairs. Entry fee 10/- per pair. Prizes, etc.
Entries to D. R.

F RESHWATER,

2 Oakley Gard;ens, Banstead

One Hundred tJp
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT

June Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competiton will be determined by, though not mecessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
Two Guineas.
SECOND AND TlllRD PRIZES
One Guinea.
Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the iB.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, B1ritisb Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l, to arrive not later than first post on
July 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 ( IO points)
Match-point pairs, love all,
ding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH
No
No
1~
2NT
I+
No
?
South holds:+KJ10865 ~J 82 <)53 +
What should South bid?

the bidEAST
No
No

Q6.

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1~
I+
Db!.
2<)
lNT
No
?
South holds:+ KQ754 ~A4 <)J5 + QJ86.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1~
DbI.
No
No
No
I+
2~
?
South holds:+ K942 ~4 <)17642 + 853.
(a) D o you agree with South's bid of
One Spade? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
EAST
No
No
No
?
South holds:+ 965 ~ K7 <)AKJ9 + Q752.
(a) Do you agree with South's bid of
Two Clubs? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
' has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
I<)
No
No
I~
?
South holds:+K83 ~J105 <)875 + KQ43.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
3<)
1+
No
No
3+
No
3NT
No
?
South holds:+ AJ8652 ~K2 <) 10 + AJ65.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the
has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH
No
No
No
No
I+
?
South holds:+ KJ7 ~A1 053 <)QJ104 +
What should South bid?

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
3~
No
No
No
No
South holds:+ K2 ~K93 <)QJ762 + 1082.
What should he lead?

bidding
EAST
1<)
2+

K6.
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A Slight Case of Litigation
by ALBERT DORMER

A number of operators, too
tired to go home, made the short
safari from the pasteboard jungle
of the world pairs to a duel in the
sun at Juan. The big event, the
five-day pairs tournament, was
won by French internationals
Pariente and Svarc, with Mrs.
Gordon-Mrs. Markus, Chodziesner-von Dewitz, Filarski- Slavenburg, Mrs. Kemp- Stayman best
placed for their respective countries.

SOUTH

NORTH

• J83
\? J 5
0 J 10 4
+Q 9652
EAST

\?
0

• 72
\?AQ10974
0 92
10 8 3

+ K54

K63
863
+ AKJ7

NORTH

EAST

No
No
10
No
No
1\?
No
No
2+
No
South said tthjlt his Two Spades
showed ninetc~en points and this
statement may have influenced
the final roun•d of the auction. In
the play the defenders were a bit
surprised to find paint cards
turning up in unexpected places
but anyway the obvious nine
tricks were m:ade.
Since it 'wa.s possible on different bidding for North-South to
fare less welll, Lee expected a
poor score and felt that a small
legal question arose in respect of
South's well meant · remark.
South, however, turned out to be
a devotee of distributional point
count and the French tournament
director ruled that he was not out
of line. He guillotined the debate
by removing the board and calling
the change of tables.
This looked bad for Lee and
Bradley but happy days were just
around the comer. In the general
melee the East-West cards were
misboarded, so at other tables in
the same section the spade finesse
won and South made ten tricks
instead of nine.

On the first set of boards Larry
Bradley and Dr. Lee sat EastWest against two Continental
cracks and there was a slight case
of litigation.

WEST

WEST

+

SOUTH

+ A Q 10 9 6
82
OAKQ75
+ 4

\?
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the 9. I led the King of hearts
from hand, playing in effect for
three-three hearts, but on the
actual heart distribution dummy
was an entry short and I went
down.
An alternative would be to win
the opening lead in dummy and
lead <V l 0. If East lias Qx or Jx
he must cover and 59 does
declarer. Later a heart towards
dummy establishes a trick.

Now it was the turn of the
original South to protest, but
the tournament director adhered
to his policy of non-intervention
and Lee and Bradley adhered to a
most unexpected top.
The dea1 below posed a neat
problem in card play.
North dealer
Game all
NORTH

• 86
10 9 6 3 2
Q 83
+ A 94

<V
0
WEST

EAST

+ AQ5
\/A Q74
0 6 52

<V J 8
0 97

+ K8 7

These two plays appear to
depend on no more than a correct
estimate of the heart position, but
in fact both plays lose if West
leads the King of clubs when he
makes the Ace of hearts-the
Merrimac Coup.
D eclarer should play East for
<y)Qx or <V Jx, because it is reasonable on the bidding and now he
can make the contract independently of the defence. He wins the
opening lead in hand and plays
clubs until West covers. Then he
leads <V 10 and dummy retains a
trump entry which the defenders
cannot remove.

+ K 10 9 4 2

+ 6 53 2

SOUTH

• J73
\/ K 5

0 A K J 10 4

+ Q J 10.
SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

No
No
Dble.
No
INT
2NT
Dble.
No
No
No
No
No
30
There are eight tricks, counting
the marked club finesse, and as
South I needed only to ruff a
spade. But West led trumps and
I had to look to hearts for the
ninth trick. It seemed natural to
put on dummy's 08 hoping to
gain entry for a heart lead from
dummy, but East topped this with

2+

The team tournament at JuanLes-Pins was won by Boender,
Filarski, Kreyns and Slavenburg.
These players were capping a
Dutch success at Cannes, where
Mrs. Hoogenhamp, Mrs. Westerveld, Filarski and Kornalynslyper
were runners-up in the world
mixed teams.
23

Le coupe de ski nautique.
A free lesson from the Provencal Hotel ski school.

Safety play.
Terence R eese obsetTes bur does not imitate.
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Criss-cross skis.
Mrs. J. Tarlo takes her tum .

•

Submarine squeeze.
The new editor about to submerge.
Photos by Claude Rodrigue.
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]ousting at Juan
by TERENCE REESE .

When Silverstone and Albuquerque arrived at my table in the
teams-of-four at Juan-Les-Pins,
their team was leading the field.
Having introduced ourselves,
Claude Rodrigue and I played two
neutral boards and then came this
hand:

When the diaunonds were raised
to Five it was established that
partner's Three Spades was a
request for one: of the unbid suits
and my King olf clubs then seemed
to be a deciding card.
West's lead of
ran up to my
10. When We:st showed out on
the first diamond I played the
King of hearts, drew trumps,
cashed • K a~d \?A, and led up
to the King of spades for my
twelfth trick. We scored well on
the hand because at the other
table West played in Three Spades
doubled, losing 800.
•
There was naturally
much d.t:>cussion about the opening lead
at my table: should West have led
his Ace of spades, should East
have doubled, and what would
the double have meant?
I am inclined. to think that West
should have led his Ace of spades.
He shouldn't fear my having the
guarded King,. since I had bypassed 3NT. In any event it was
unlikely that 1the defence would
take two trick!; unless by way of
Ace of spades and a ruff.
More interesting is the question
whether East should have doubled.
Normally, of ·course, a Lightner
double asks for an unexpected

.9

West dealer
Both sides vulnerable

NORTH

+

K84
\?K
OAK753

.

AQ64

WEST

·EAST

+ AQJ9762

\?Q9654
0 J 982

\?1073

0-

• J 7 53

. 982
SOUTH
• 10 53

\?A J82

0 Q 10 6 4
• K 10
This was the bidding:
SOUTH WEST NORTH
Reese Silver- Rodrigue
stone
Dble.
I+
No
3\?
3+
No
40
50
No
No
60

EAST
Albuquerque
No
No
No
No
26

lead, and the expected lead here is
partner's suit. However, there
were special circumstances. East
might have said to himself: " Partner cannot possibly imagine, from
ills own hand, that 1 am void of
hearts or clubs, as hearts have not
been supported and clubs have
not been mentioned. Nor is it
conceivable that I should have
two top tricks in either of those
suits. Thus he should be able to
work out that 1 am drawing
attention to the only surprising
feature of my hand- the spade
void.''
We might have transferred to
6NT over a double. On the surface this can be made in a number
of ways, but it would be possible
to misplace the Queen of hearts
and try for the wrong end-game,
especially as West bad opened the
bidding.

I45...

WEST

EAST

Rodrigue

Reese

20
5\7

60

No

The jump to Four Spades was
on the forward side, but it had
the advantage of hinting at diamond support (since otherwise
the hand must have been worth a
Two bid).
After a heart lead 1 had to
force out the Ace of clubs before
drawing trumps, but there were
no snags and the contract was
made. However, we were not so
lucky this time. _At the other
table the final bid was 6NT. Our
team-mates, Ortiz and Bernasconi,
supinely arranged for the spades
to be 3- 3, so we lost the board.

Cutting corners
Having described two slams
A hand for the system
which we bid rather well, it is
Another deal from the same. only becoming that I should menevent gave rise to an inferential tion another, from the pairs at
sequence that is a speciality of Jua!1, where a moment's impatiAcol:
ence led to calamity. These were
West dealer
the cards:
East West vulnerable
WEST

EAST

. AKQ963
<:7 6
OK2
+ QJ 84

.
\7
O
+

South dealer
Neither side vulnerable

4
A75 2
AQ J 963
K7

WEST

EAST

• 10 8 6 4 2

• KQJ75
\71063
0 843
+ Q7

<:7 0 A

K 10 2
+ AKJ 6

We bid as follows:
27

Rodrigue elected to open One
Diamond on the West hand. I
responded One Spade and he
jumped to Three Clubs. Over my
rebid of Three Spades he introduced a Culbertson 4NT.
The system response on my
Aceless hand is Five Clubs, the
lowest-ranking suit bid by the
partnership. For some reason I
omitted this formality. lt went
through my mind that my useful
trumps and Queen of clubs were
the right filling cards for a slam,
and T jumped to Six Spades.

Partner very properly assumed
that I had th1e tops in spades and
bid the grand slam. Doubled and
redoubled, tlhis left us with a
unique bottom instead of a score
well above average.
Joel Tarlo made a good bid on
this hand, o·ne which is worth
noting. He opened One Spade as
West and his partner raised to
Three Spades. Tarlo then bid
Five Spades, indicating that he
had no conce:rn with controls outside the trump suit. Goldstein
took the message and bid Six.

Local League Lapses
by B. GOLDENFIELD

Last month 1 wrote of a Crockford's criss-cross- a clever squeeze
negotiated by my partner. On
the hand below I missed an opportunity to square the account. lt
happened in the local league
championship.
West dealer
North South vulnerable

WEST
EAST
K Q 10 9 7 6 5
A432
\? K
\?A 10 4
0432 ·
OAQ76
+K5
+ 14
SOUTH . WEST
NORTH EAST
4+
No
4NT
No
No
No
No
No

+

+

I+
6+

2+

5+

East's Four Clubs was in the
style of the Swiss Convention.
We play it to show four trumps to
an honour and two outside Aces.
The opening lead was \/7.
1 was West and in defence of my
somewhat o,ptimistic bidding I
· should point out that we needed
to bring in points to win the
match.
I took the opening lead in my
hand and laid down the King of
spades, North showing void. I
sat back to take stock. I don't
believe in miiracles and therefore
was reluctant to play South for the
Ace of Clubs. The diamond
finesse had to be right to give me
any chance and although it looked
28

like a squeeze hand I couldn't
think of a way to duck a trick
without enabling the defence to
cash two tricks.
Eventually I decided there were
two possible lines of play. The
first was to throw a club on the
Ace of hearts and then give up a
club trick. 1f the defence took the
Ace and didn't play another club
then a squeeze would develop if
North held + AQ and at least
four diamonds to the King. The
end position, after a diamond
finesse, would be:-

·NoRTH

on \?A and play Ace and another
diamond, ruffing in hand. If the
diamonds split equally the Ace
of spades provides an entry to the
thirteenth diamond.
This second plan didn't thrill
me either, as North was known
to be void of spades and didn' t,
by the opening lead, appear to
have many hearts.
By now the opponents were
getting impatient and my partner
had finished the evening newspaper so I had to act quickly. I
decided on the second line and
was defeated, the full hand being.:

·NoRTH

\?0 Kx

.5

+ Q

WEST

\? 7 6 5
0 K J85

·EAST

\?0 32

+ A Q 10 7 6 2

WEST

\? 0 A7

+"J

+-

EAST

• K Q 10 9 7 6 5 • A 4 3 2
\? K
\?A 10 4
0432
OAQ76

SOUTH

+ KS

Immaterial.

+ J4
SOUTH

• J8

The last spade squeezes North.

\?QJ9832
0 10 9
983

However, I had little confidence
in this play. The defence might
not realise that a club continuation would kill the squeeze-but
could they really continue with
anything else?

+

As things turned out we would
have won the match and the league
championship if I had made this
contract. Distressing, especially
as the winning line of play quickly
becomes obvious in the post
mortem.

The second line of play was
much more direct and simple.
Finesse OQ, discard a diamond
29
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In the bookshops now

POKER- GAME OF' SKILL
By TERENCE REESE and ANTHONY WATKINS

18s
" i t is an excellent job of work, written ~viti! the double
object of explaining the whole art of successful' poker playing
and demonstrating the best kind of poker. A.ll the standard
games are described, with ~pecial attemion to stud poker and
to the new kinds of choice pots that hal'e becomt· popular in the
L<Jndon clubs.

l

" The writing is pleasant, the ad••ice sound, and the authors'
summing up of what goes to make a good player is masterly . . . . "
George F. He1rvey in "The Field"

Published by Faber & Faber, 24 Russell Squ1ue, W.C.l.

The winning line is to pull
trumps, finesse OQ, cash <y>A
and run the trumps to this
position:-

·-

cards a diamond then East discards a club and two diamond
tricks are made. If North d i cards
a club East discards a diamond ;
West continues with a small club
and makes th'e last two tricks.

NoRTH

<V> -

0 KJ
+ AQ

My team mates consider this
correct play, as it needs o nly to
find North with the Ace of clubs
and four diamonds to the King.
As North has shown out of
spades and the lead appears to be
top of nothing it is likely that he
has four diamonds. 1 leave you
to decide whether the play is
double dummy- or whe(hcr my
fai lure to spot it should be classed
as a local league lapse.

·EAST

W EST

+5

<V> -

<V> -

0

02

+K5

A7

• J4

SOUTH

Immaterial.
West plays t he last spade and
North is in trouble. If he dis30

Franklin, Reese, Schapiro, Baron de Nexon (W.B.F. President), Jais and Trezel
(World pairs champions) and de Heredia (Chief French t.d.)

Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Gordon won the ladies pairs, and the mixed teams with
Schapiro and Gardener. The man in black is Geoffrey Butler.
Photos by A. Traverso, Cannes.
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The First World !Pairs
by HAROLD FRANKLIN

All things considered, the first
World Pairs Championship was a
successful beginning to a new
venture, though the size of the
field for the Ladies' event was a
major disappointment, as was t~e
inability of the ltalian Blue Team
to enter the lists. Considerations
of time and money made it inevitable that there should be a high
proportion of"tourists," but when
the final stages were reached it was
a quality field. The final results
confirmed the view, widely held
in Europe, that France and Great
Britain are the strongest in depth.

The protest came from declarer,
who also held the Ace and King of
trumps (and four others). It
turned out that things had not
been going very well for the
declarer's team, but on the previous board he had enjoyed a
resounding success. H aving apparently found the secret, he held
on to the same thirteen cards for
the next hand ....
When Reeste and Schapiro hit
the front two sessions from home
few thought they would be caught.
Defence of the following quality
gave confidence to their supporters:

Those, like myself, who were
associated with the organisation
were in dread of a continuous
stream of protest and misunderstanding because of the wide
latitude given to systems. In the
event there was almost none and
one remembers best the amusing
incidents. As for example when
a Tournament Director, summoned to a table in the Mixed
Teams, was confronted with the
following situation: The contract
w.as Four Hearts doubled; the
opening lead, a spade, was won
on the declarer's right and the
defender sought to switch to the
Ace, King and a third trump.

North dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

• J9
53
0 A8

~A

+ 987432
WFST

+ JO 8 52

~

0

KQ86
JO 9 3 2

+J

EAST

+ A K7
~ 92

OKQ J654

+ A6
SOUTH

• Q 643
J 10 7 4

~

07

+ K Q 10 5
32

South opened the King of
clubs against Five Diamonds. The
declarer won and led a low heart
to the Queen and Ace. North
(Reese) returned the nine of spades
and declarer played the Ace,
South following with the six. The
declarer continued with a diamond and Reese won with the
Ace. A second spade would allow
the declarer to play off his diamonds, after ruffing a club, and
squeeze South in the majors.
Reese, alive to this possibility,
returned a heart and destroyed
the communications for the
squeeze.
At least two British declarers
were able to demonstrate their
skill on this hand:
West dealer
Love all

Gardener played 3NT from the
West hand, against the opening
lead of + 9. His first good move
was to win with the Ace- a losing
fin esse would give the defence the
opportunity to attack the heart
suit. Spades were finessed and
North won the second round and
switched to a low heart. South
played the nine (a play which
might have been necessary had
his partner led from 4 2) and
hearts were continued, declarer
taking the third round. A third
spade forced a diamond discard
from South and declarer then
crossed to dummy with a diamond. On the fourth spade
South discarded a club and West
a diamond but the fifth spade
squeezed South, who had to
abandon his thirteenth heart.
Now declarer could establish his
ninth trick in clubs with safety.

NORTH

Harrison-Gray played in 3NT
against a heart lead. After winning the third round he played
the spade finesse which North
won and returned + 9. Gray
spurned the finesse and duly developed the same squeeze position.

• K62
<y/Q74
0 93
+ 98743
WEST

EAST

• AQ5
<y/652
0 K8 62
Q 10 5

• J 10 8 7 4

+

<y/A83
0 A 74
+ AJ

It was no surprise to find the
French pair Ghestem and Bacherich amongst the leaders and
pleasant to see that they adapted
their normally tedious tempo to a
speed more suited to a pairs con-

SOUTH

• 93
<y> K J 10 9
0 Q J 10 5
+ K62
33

test. Boldness in the bidding and
the play earned them a top score
on the following board:
North dealer
Love all

NORTH
• Q6 3
\? 9 2
0 J 10 6 5
+ A974
WEST
EAST
+ KJ2
+ A
\? Q 6 5
\? K J 10 8 4 3
0 983
0 Q42
10 8 6 5
+ KJ2
SOUTH
• 10 9 8 7 54
\?A 7
0 AK7
+ Q3

+

,.

SOUTH WEST

4.

2\?
No

NORTH
No
2+
No

EAST
1\?

3\?
No

West led a small heart and
Ghestem allowed · the King to
hold the first trick. He won the
second heart and finessed spades,
East returning a third heart.
Ghestem scorned the Greek gift
and ruffed in hand, discarding a
club from the table. He continued with the Ace of diamonds
and a second spade, carefully preserving the five of spades in his
own hand.
West won the spade and played

a low club. 1Ghestem played the
Ace from dummy, successfully
finessed the Jack of diamonds and
continued with a third diamond.
The Queen of spades provided the
entry for the thirteenth diamond
and the tenth trick.
With most of the British pairs
challenging . throughout, their
clashes were always of considerable importa111ce. Gardener had
the better of a tussle with Goldstein on this t1and :
South dealer
East-West game

NOR'TH
+ KJ653

" \? 1765
OJ

+ 8 53

WEST
EAST
+ A972
+ Q 8
\? 10942
\?A 8
OA K964
0 7 53
+ KQ97
+ J4
SomrH
• 104
\? K Q 3
0 Q 10 8 2
+ A 10 6 2
Gardener, South, opened lNT
and Rose made a conventional
response of Two Clubs. East,
Goldstein, doubled and after two
passes Rose removed to Two
Spades. A further double would
have given Eatst-West a top score,
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but Goldstein preferred 2NT, the
final contract. Gardener led the
ten of spades and Rose wo1i with
the King and switched to the Jack
o( diamonds. Goldstein took with
the Ace and played another high
diamond. When his hopes in this
direction were destroyed, he took
the Queen of spades and continued with a club to the Jack.
On the Ace of spades he threw
\?8 from hand and Gardener had
to discard.
If South throws a club or diamond declarer can develop his
eighth trick. Similarly, if he discards a small heart he will
eventually be thrown in with a
diamond and forced to lead into
East's club tenace. Gardener
therefore discarded a high heart.
The declarer continued with a
club to the Queen, which was
allowed to hold, and exited with
a diamond. Gardener countered
with the King of hearts and Goldstein went off play with the fourth
diamond, but Gardener was able
to put his partner in with the
Jack of hearts and East made no
further trick.
In the Open Championship the
first three places might well have
been forecast. Few new reputations were earned; of those that
were the outstanding one was
Carol Goldstein who took fourth
place with Joel Tarlo. Goldstein's card play was both precise
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and imaginative, as in the following hand:
West dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

• 97

\?KQ7542

09
•

K 53 2

WEST

EAST

\? A 6
0 742
• A J 87

\? J 10 8 3
Q 10 8 5
• 10 9

+ K 6 53

+J 4 2
0

SCUTH

+A

Q 10 8
\? 9
OAKJ63
. Q64
West opened with a weak !NT
and Tarlo overcalied with Two
Hearts. Goldstein, South, bid
3NT and West led the seven of
clubs. The declarer won in hand
with the Queen and played a low
heart to the Queen, which won.
There could be no hope without
diamond tricks so he continued
with a finesse of the Jack, and
when that held he continued with
two top diamonds. Next came
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the clincher- the Queen of spades
from hand to retain communication. West won with the King and
played the Ace and another club,
but the declarer was able to make
three spade tricks for his contract.

Even if West refuses the Queen
of spades the declarer is still in
control , for he can then concede
a diamond and be home with four
diamonds, one heart and two
tricks in ea-ch black suit.

E.B.U. MASTER POINTS REGISTER
PROMOTIONS
To National Master: H. K. Cooke (Warwickshire).
To "Four Star " Master : P. G. F. Whitehouse (Warwickshire).
To "Three Star" Master: E. L. Figgis (North-Western).
To "Two Star" Master: R. Dorsey (Yorkshire).
To "One Star " Master: J. Kortright (Surrey).
To Master : M. AJJen (Lincolnshire); J. Amsbury (Middlesex); H. Abrahams
( Middlesex); H. N. D . Bailey (Derbyshire); A. Brostoff (Yorkshire); Mrs. N. H.
Coates (Yorkshire); E. D. Evans (Kent); C. G. Ellison (Surrey); Mrs. S. E. Ellam
(Yorkshire); R. Green (Essex); Mrs. E . Grice-Jackson (North-Western); N. G.
HothersaJI (North-Western); Mrs. M. Hanley (StatfoJ~dshire); Dr. H. Kesson
(Staffordshire); Miss E. M. Leonard (Gioucestershire); J. F. O'Rourke (Sussex);
G. G. Robson (North-Eastern); L. Summers (Sussex); T. E. Smith (Lincolnshire);
R. F. N. Swingler (Hertfordshirc); Mrs. A. Yeadon (Derbyshire).
LEADING SCORES
Life Masters: R. Sharples (617); J. Sharples (6 16); M. Harrison-Gray (601);
Mrs. P. Gordon (555); A. Rose (499); B. Schapiro (499); J. Nunes (480); E. J.
Spurway (427); S. Booker (416); Dr. M. Rockfelt (409); Mrs. R. Markus (408);
D. C. Rimington (402); P. F. Spurway (392); M. Wolach (387); R. A. Priday (381);
Dr. S. Lee (378); M. J. Flint (370); Mrs. A. L. Fleming 1(365); J. Hochwald (365);
L. Tarlo (360); C. Rodrigue (357); A. Finlay (355); I. Manning (353); R. Swirner
(350); Miss D. Shanahan (325); J. T . Reese (324); F. Farrington (323); B. H .
Franks (314); A. F. Truscott (3 12); J. Lazarus (307); K. W. Konstam (306).
National Masters: (a) Mrs. M. Oldroyd (338); (b) J. D . JR.. Collings (338); (c) R. S.
Brock (304); C. E. Vickerman (290); H. K. Cooke (285); G. C. Griffiths (284);
H. Franklin (283); R. T. Higson (282); E. C. Milnes (276); R . Preston (270); F.
North (268); G. Fell (265); R. Crown (263); P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer (261); E.
Leader-Williams (257); I. Morris (239); R. Franses (227)1; A. Dormer (222); B. P.
Topley (221); M. A. Porter (220); N. S. L. Smart (219); Mrs. A. M. Biron (218);
J. Miezis (218); E. Newman (216); Mrs. G. Durran, S. Blaser, J. Bloomberg, P. Juan
and J. F. Pugh (all 208); P. Richardson (198); Mrs. G. E. Higginson (196); K. R.
Barbour ( 191 ); Mrs. M. Whitaker (191); Mrs. R . F. Corweo (J79); E. Silverstone
(174); G. Mathieson (160); J. Tarlo (150).
(a), (b), (c) require two, eleven and thirteen National Points, respectively.
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One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT
May solutions: If you did not enter for the May competition, try your hand
at the problems on page IS before reading how the experts voted.
The panel for the May competition
consisted of the following twelve experts:
M. Buckley, E. Crowhurst, A. Dormer,
G. C. H. Fox, J. Nunes, J. T. Reese,
C. Rodrigue, R. Sharples, and N. S. L.
Smart, all of London and the Home
Counties; P. Swinnerton-Dyer, of Cambridge; C. E. Phillips of Cheshire; and
J. Besse of Rome.

occasions when the panel have forced
me to give maximum marks to the wrong
answer.
Several panelists regarded this as an
occasion for a deplorable levity :
SMART: "'No Bid. This may shock the
so-called purists and other fuddy-duddies
who think that the object of the game
is to score points. This is a common
misapprehension. The object of the
Problem No. 1 (JO points)
game is self-gratification by means of
l .M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable, spectacular coups. I happen to know
that partner (P. Swinnerton-Dyer, who
the bidding has gone:else?) has never gone down more than
SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
2,800 in this position and intend to
J+
No
No
l NT
rectify this state of affairs forthwith.
No
3NT
No
In return for the Editor's written underNo
Db!.
Redbl.
No
taking that P. Swinnerton-Dyer is not
?
involved, I am prepared to bid Four
South holds:Hearts like the rest of the sheep."
+ KQ8632 '\/Q7 <)8 . KQ54.
The Editor's written undertaking in
What should South bid?
this matter might bounce, but you can
Answer: Four Diamonds, 10 ; Four have a printed guarantee from the ConHearts, 9.
ductor. He has the strongest personal
The panel's vote: 8 for Four Hearts; reasons for knowing that Mr. P. S-D.
4 for Four Diamonds (Buckley, Dormer,
was not at the table. (The hand would
Rodrigue and Swinnerton-Dyer).
have been a disappointment to Mr.
The conductor's neck is well stuck Smart. In practice, Four Clubs reout with this marking. ll represents a doubled only went down I ,800.)
compromise between "Four Hea rts, 10;
The flock of sheep into which Smart
Four Diamonds, 5" which the panel's has been transferred were quick to
vote might suggest, and my own inclina- diagnose that North holds what Reese
tion to give "Four Diamonds 10, Four described as an "apricot sundae". This
Hearts, 3."
I take to mean a sticky red unappetising
"Not necessarily in strict proportion",
mess.
the rules say. Nobody can deny that this
As South can recognise from his side
marking is not in strict proportion.
of the table that his partner's operations
Anyway, I have always resented the are singularly ill-timed, the rise in his
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blood pressure may interfere somewhat since North i~; so palpably brilliant he
with his judgment :
can show his dass by reading my subBESSE: "Four Hearts. So that after sequent redoulble as a request to choose
between heart~; and spades (he could be,
the match is over, North can tell me:
' When you went down 900 ... ".Lucky say, 2- 5- 6-0). Have we a sympathetic
I had not the opportunity to bid Five other pair?"
"Would no,t have suggested it in
Clubs to defend against East's Four
Hearts or 4NT. Thank you, A.T., for solving days" iimplies that Buckley used
to make his fo:rtune by bidding down to
that partner."
I think this panelist is frightened of a the presumed l.evel of the panel. Of the
ghost. It is surely impossible for East, many recorded insults to fellow-panelists
who protected with 1NT after passing as a body, that is perhaps the most
originally, to emerge at the Four level subtle.
with Four Hearts or 4NT. His balanced
DORMER: "Four Diamonds. This
11 points must still be a balanced J I sort of seque~ace is duck soup to one
points.
whose education has been enriched by a
Only one Four Heart bidder con- season with P Swinnerton-Dyer. Partsidered the right answer, and he missed ner offers you a choice of unbid suits,
the point:
but it is expedient instead to make him
PHILLIPS: "Four Hearts. His failure choose betwee1o spades and hearts with
to bid on the first round marks North an eventual redouble. The inference
with a shortage in spades, so he must be will be that you have a hand of this sort,
presumed tp have a freak holding in the for with fewer spades or more hearts
red suits. We can try Four Diamonds you would not have resorted to the
for fun, if we wish, but there seems little manoeuvre. To bid Four Hearts directly
would be to dlsplay what P. S-D. has
to gain from such a manoeuvre."
Congratulations to the four who did called the Casabiaoca Complex."
see the point. It may not be a coincidThat is to say, suicidal. As far as I
ence that their average age is around the remember, Casabianca was the boy who
thirty mark; young alert minds are more stood on the burning deck whence all
adaptable in dealing with unfamiliar but he had fled, but I don't think it was
situations. (The senior panelists may a bridge deck. I wonder if anyone has
suggest sourly that they simply have ever set light to a pack of cards as a
means of self-expression? It might be
tortuous minds like the conductor).
RODRIGUE: "Four Diamonds. ·Pre- the best move when partner has passed
pared to pass the decision to partner an S.O.S. redouble.
with a redouble. He should know that
As other pa1belists were bringing his
I do not want to play in diamonds, and name into it, and I wanted another
am not enthusiastic about hearts. By correct answer, a specially solicited reply
inference I must have a good spade suit." was secured from:
The next answer reveals why this
SwrNNERTON - DYER: "Four Diapanelist was such a successful solver:
monds. Not an attractive position,
BUCKLEY: " Four Diamonds. Un- since we are clearly going down a fordoubtedly the correct bid, though one tune to save ant llnmakeable game. But
would not have suggested it in solving we had better save what we can from the
days, nor, perhaps, at the table. But wreck. The obvious bid is Four Hearts
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- the red suit which 1 prefer. But it
may well be that partner has some
holding in spades and we have a chance
to find out. It wilf be a pleasure to play
Four D iamonds if it is not doubled:
failing that, I shall redouble asking
partner to choose between the majors.
As an incidental bonus, the hand
should be played by the long trump
hand, since the best defence depends so
crucially on a knowledge of his shape."

pass and hope that the penalty is
sufficient. My heart holding is such that
it is unlikely that West has made what
is politely known as an 'Acol light
opening', wh.ich means that there are
precious few high cards to be shared
between North and East. I am therefore
prepared to risk missing game: anyway,
even if we have the points for game our
way, we may not have the tricks."
The minority:
B u CKLEY: " D ouble.
No, I don't
know what I shall do on the next round.
But a pass is the only alternative, and
that never seems to turn out as well as
one expects."
SHARPLES: "Double. An unorthodox
2NT could work out well, as partner
should hold a spade stopper. A pass
may tempt some to collect a penalty, but
the hand is rather too good. Matches
are not usually won by sitting on this
type of fence."
Sitting precariously on a more unusual
fence:
NUNES: "Very difficult. We are
practically sure of a plus score by
passing but there are 22 points missing.
Why should not my partner have t he
fi llings to make 3NT? He does not
have to have a lot. The decision I have
to make is to pass or bid 3NT . If I
need points I bid game. Otherwise I
take the coward's way out and pass."

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
l. M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1~
No
?
South holds:+K ~KQ 1095 <>A9732 + AQ.
What should South bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Double,' 4;
3NT, 2.
The panel's vote: 9! for No Bid; 2 for
Double (Sharples and Buckley); t for
3NT (J. N . . . s).
The general feeling here was that
game was remote in the face of a misfit,
and that it would be a good proposition
to collect 200 or 300 quietly.
Fox: "No Bid. This may be the
wrong decision if partner holds 7 or 8
of the remaining 10 points since we
shall miss 3NT. If we pass there is a
fair chance of _picking up 200 or 300
with only a part-score on for our side.
Furthermore, if the opener is fairly
strong (about 15 points or more) and
holds four spades and four hearts, he will
welcome my re-opening."
CROWHURST: "No Bid. The only
· alternative is to double in a loud voice
and place my cards face downwards on
the table; but as this procedure i n ot
open to me in dealing with 100 UP
questions, I suppose that I shall have to

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
Match - point pairs, North - South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
INT
(12-1 4)
No
2+
2(7
No
?.
South holds:+ AJ953 ~87 <>AQ63 + 102.
What should South bid?
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Answer: Four Hearts, 10; Three
Hearts, 9; Two Spades or No Bid, 3.
The panel's vote: 5 for Four Hearts;
5 for Three Hearts (Dormer, Fox.
Phillips, Reese and Rodrigue); 1 for
Two Spades (Besse), 1 for No Bid
(Swinnerton-Dyer).
Once it is recognised that North must
have a good suit and a good hand, this
becomes a question of judgment.
Whether to bid Four Hearts or only
Three is close.
Some panelists had no misgivings.
BucKLEY: "Four Hearts. Since partner has made his bid right under the
guns he must be well armoured. The
high cards over the opener must be
pulling their weight, so that one cannot
hold back. Pessimism would be in
order only opposite one of the Oxford
Head Hunters."
On re-reading Buckley's delicate calligraphy, I am inclined to think this last
phrase is actually "Oxford Mad
Punters".
SHARPLES: "Four Hearts. We can
ignore the Two Club bid as being
tactical or a weak 6-timer. North's
failure to double at this vulnerability
shows an unbalanced hand, so game
must be icy."
As this suggests, the modern tendency
is to double Two Clubs on general
strength, rather than simply with clubs.
In bidding Three Hearts, Phillips
pointed out that the outstanding trumps
should be evenly divided on this bidding
-which seems an argument for bidding
game. The only rea l argument for
Three Hearts was based on the scoring:
DoRMER: "Three Hearts. A definite
underbid at any other form of scoring,
but at match-point pairs North is
entitled to live dangerously. If he has a
legitimate overcall, even a minimum, he
should bid on."
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Out on a Continental limb and expecting it to break was:
BESsE: "Two Spades. Seems difficult
to say: '1 have no real support for your
hearts-although I don't hate them. I
have a fair spatde suit-although I am
reluctant to bid it in case you think 1
hate hearts. I would like to bid no
trumps although my club holding prohibits it-and 1 want to sound encouraging, etc., etc.' all in one single bid! To
cut it short, le1: us bid Two Spades as
Aunt Annie w01uld do."
Problem No. 4 (20 points)

I.M.P. scoriDig, North-South vulnerable, the biddin,g has gone:SoUTH WEsT
NoRTH EAST
2•
3•·
3+
No
?

South holds:-+A9 CVIAKJ198763

OQ .A5.

(a) Do ·you a,gree with South's bid of
Two Clubs? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What shotuld South bid now?
Answer to (a) .: Agree with Two Clubs,
10; prefer Two ·Hearts, 9.
The panel's ·vote: 7 for agree with
Two Clubs; 5 for prefer Two Hearts
(Buckley, Dormer, Fox, Reese and
Sharples).
One answer can be discounted:
BESSE: "Agret~ with Two Clubs. Unless playing the Roman system I could
hardly disagree, having ten tricks, three
aces, and control of all four suits."
In Besse's fav•ourite bidding style Two
Hearts would be strong but not completely forcing, and would therefore be
inadequate on . 'the present hand. The
English panelists were evenly divided,
and can take tUJms.
PHILLIPS: "Agree with Two Clubs.
Better than Two:> Hearts, because partner's first response will tell us whether a

phatically. There are not enough quick
tricks for Two Clubs; the bid gives the
opponents the maximum opportunity to
interfere; and time will be wasted if
partner gives a positive response. Two
Hearts has the further advantage that if
partner bids and rebids a suit you will
know that it is good. That is not
necessarily so over Two Clubs."

slam is likely. In the circumstances one
can afford to neglect the normal fivequick-trick requirement."
Fox: "Prefer Two Hearts. I play
strictly that a Two Club opener promises
five quick tricks unless the main suit is
clubs. This means that an Acol TwoBid has no upper limit."
SMART: "Agree with Two Clubs. If
we open Two Hearts, we arc in a hopeJess position over any response except
2NT."
REESE: "Prefer Two Hearts. On
hands with a choice between Two Clubs
and a Two-bid, the deciding factor is
whether you want to hear about partner's weak suits such as Qxxxxx. Here
you don't."
NuNES: "Agree with Two Clubs. If
I were to open Two Hearts I would have
to bid game over partner's negative
2NT, when slam might easily be on
opposite meagre holdings. Something
like KQx of spades would be sufficient."
DoRMER: "Prefer Two Hearts. Not
that the hand is not strong enough for
Two Clubs, but the structure is such that
you will seldom miss a slam after Two
Hearts- 2NT- Four Hearts.
CROWHURST: "Agree with Two Clubs.
I am not sure that I do really, but these
distributional Two Club bids are all the
rage, and I don't want to be thought
old-fashioned. It might be difficult to
catch up if we only opened Two Hearts."
SHARPLES: "Prefer Two Hearts. A
Two Club bid with only four quick
tricks needs four first-round controls.
Departing from this principle once got
me into a· grand missing an ace. Powerful one-suited hands with a relatively
low point-count are best opened with a
Two-Bid."
But the most convincing answer, at
any rate to me, was:
BucKLEY: "Prefer Two Hearts. Em-

Answer to (b): Four Hearts, 10; Six
Hearts or Four No Trumps, 8.
The panel's vote: 6 for Four Hearts;
3 for Six Hearts (Rodrigue, Smart and
Swinnerton-Dyer); 3 for 4NT (Dormer,
Nunes and Phillips).
Assessments varied widely here. The
4NT bidders were interested in a grand:
DoRMER: "Since it bas not been
possible to ascertain whether North has
heart tolerance, I don't myself propose
to bid more than Six Hearts even if he
has the Ace of diamonds. But the
opponents may still bid Seven Clubs
and in that case we may reach Seven
Hearts by means of the old forcing pass."
Phillips also proposed to follow with
Six Hearts, "leaving it to partner to
push on if he has an extra value (King
of diamonds or Queen of spades) and is
at least not void of my suit."
At the other end of the scale:
SHARPLES: "Four Hearts. Having
opened Two Clubs, any other bid now
would be outrageous."
REESE: "Four Hearts. You must, of
course, hold back. Partner may have
thought it helpful to enter on quite a
moderate hand, and no contract at the
five level can be guaranteed."
Concealed behind these conflicting
pronouncements is a theoretical point.
Does North's Three Spades guarantee
the requirements in high cards for a
normal response? Some of the Four
Heart bidders clearly take the not
unreasonable view that responder must
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be allowed to bid flexibly with a fair

hand and a bit of shape. If he is tied
rigidly to the trick and a half requirement, his side may be forced to start
guessing at a too exalted level.
Tbe answer to this point should lead
to the answer to another: is a rebid of
Four Hearts forcing? Several panelists
were worried by this: I would regard it
as forcing if Three Spades was a strict
positive, but not otherwise.
Prepared to risk being left in Four
Hearts:
CROWHURST: ''Four HeartS. This
should suffice. Jt is theoretically nonforcing and there is the slight risk that
partner may pass with the right cards for
a slam; but this is unlikely and there is
no sensible alternative. 4NT will only
leave us with another problem if partner
shows the Ace of diamonds."
Not prepared to risk it:
SWINNERTON·DYER: "Six Hearts. At
least this prevents the disaster of North
passing a forcing bid of Four Hearts.
If he really has the Ace of diamonds and
King-Queen of spades or better he will
bid the grand himself."
Not regarding it as a risk:
BESSE: "Four Hearts. Forcing, except
possibly for the sophisticated North of
problem 1, but I don't play with him
any more."
Perhaps you should, because his hand
in practice was:
• J 10 8 6 53

\J -

0 A 10 7 6 2
+J 7
It occurred in New York, and Gardener
bid Six Hearts, going two down. No
doubt the purists wilt object to the bid
of Three Spades, but the purists are
likely to find themselves in difficulty
later if they pass.

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the biddiog has gone:SOUTH
W1SST
NORTH EAST

I+

20

3+
No
3+
No
?
South holds:+ 2 ~AJ 63 OAJ +A87543.
What should South bid?
Answer: 3NT , 10; Four Spades, 7;
Four Hearts, 6; Four diamonds, 5;
No Bid, 4.
The only happy panelists on this one
were those who• rejected the Three Club
bid last month:
SwJNNERTON - D YER: "Three No
Trumps. The unctuous satisfaction of
most of last ml)nth's panel will now be
shown up. At: least I don't have to
pretend that I like this- 1 nqw know
that my double of Two Diamonds would
have go( the tO>p here."
Sharples, also well-placed to jeer, was
ready to leave the decision to partner,
as was:
CROWHURST: "Three No Trumps. 1
knew I should not have bid Three Clubs
last month. H owever, 3NT should be
a fair gamble now, for partner will remember that I omitted to double Two
Diamonds at favourable vulnerability
(or at least he will after 1 have called for
a review of the auction) and will realise
that my diamond guard is unlikely to
be formidable. I am therefore confident that he will rectify the contract
on an unsuitable hand."
The argument against this is:
SMART: "Four Spades. Four Hearts
would lead partner to expect a 5-suit,
and 3NT would simply be gambling on
partner's holding. He would have no
reason to take out to Four Spades,
especially if he held Kx of clubs."
Phillips remarked that Four Spades
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might not be on either, and this consideration prompted a brave unilateral
stand from:
RoDRIGUE: " No Bid. Partner appears
to have OPened light at the score. A
!0-point band with a six-suit would be
enough. Why should 1 hang him ?"
There were two alternative ways of
exploring the suit game chances :
DORMER: "Four Diamonds. Truly
the soothsayers who doubled Two
Diamonds can smirk now. But if we
are going to bid at all Four Diamonds
must be right; it is the only way to find
the best of three possible resting
places."
BucKLEY: "Four Hearts. I am quite
prepared to play this opposite three fair
trumps. North should not leave me
with less, since I would probably have
shown a good five-card major if I had
one. The trouble with Four Diamonds
is that partner will take this as showing
a mild fit in spades."

As the majority were determined to
be in game, the top score goes to:
BUCKLEY: "Three Diamonds. Four
Hearts would show the spade fit, but
the hand is too good in controls for that.
Over Three Spades from partner I shaU
bid Four Hearts; the inference that the
spade bid has improved my hand is still
available."
The jump to game in this type of
position certainly shows tolerance for
partner's suit, because a hand which
was not worth a Two-bid must have
improved. Sharples and Smart relied
on this. I would doubt whether the
spade tolerance is sufficient, and Swinnerton-Dyer doubted whether the hand
was not a Two-bid.
The Three Heart bidders preferred a
slight underbid to a slight overbid. In
view of Besse's vote for 2NT, a consolation award has been given to 3NT.
Answer to (b): Three Clubs, lO; Four
Hearts, 4.
The panel's vote: 9 for Three Clubs;
3 for Four Hearts (Dormer, Rodrigue
and Smart).
RODRIGUE: "Four Hearts. Shows
good hearts and a diamoild fit. The
only alternative of Three Clubs would
be a distortion."
REESE: "Three Clubs. While Four
Hearts would now indicate the diamond
support it would exaggerate the hearts
and insufficiently reflect the honour
strength. After Three Clubs the bidding
will not go out of control."
Two panelists gave a brief thought to
other possibilities:
CROWHURST: " Three Clubs. The
alternatives have serious drawbacks.
Three Hearts is not forcing and I want
to be in game. Four Diamonds is forcing, but will mislead partner about the
relative lengths of my red suits; and 3NT
or Four Hearts might well be the wrong

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
I~
No
No
?
South holds:+ K4 ~AK7643 OA62 + A7.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if North
had responded Two Diamonds instead
of One Spade?

I+

Answer to (a): Three Diamonds, 10;
Three Hearts, 9; Four Hearts, 8; 2NT,
5; 3NT, 3.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Diamonds; 4 for Three Hearts (Crowhurst,
Dormer, Reese and Rodrigue); 3 for
Four Hearts (Sharples, Smart, and
Swinnerton-Dyer); 1 for 2NT (Besse).
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game. I am left with the scientists' bid
of Three Clubs, which has the advantage
of being forcing to game and leaving me
in control of the situation. If partner
bids no trumps or hearts I am happy,
and if he raises clubs or rebids diamonds,
I shall withdraw to Four Diamonds and
await belated heart support."
BUCKLEY: "Three Clubs. I dislike
this type of bid, but what else? The
objection to Four Hearts still holds, and
the implication of a diamond fit is rather
weaker. My diamonds are not good
enough for me to jump to Four Clubs,
so Three Clubs only is left. No doubt
partner may read me later for a single
spade; but the King and my outside
controls should compensate."

ing to reflect that the more certain a
game is for our side, the greater should
be the penalty from Three Diamonds
doubled."
This seems a trifle premature. Trying
to catch a larger fish :
REESE: "Four Clubs. Worth five if
partner were vulnerable. No points for
bidding Three:: Spades and not knowing
what to do over Four Clubs. In favour
of Four Clubs against the alternatives
is that there is a better chance of the
opponents bidding Four Diamonds,
which ynu can double."
Trying to catch a whale:
Fox: "Six Clubs. This might be too
many, but partner is unlikely to hold
more than one diamond. A confident
Six Clubs m-ay induce a save in Six
Problem No. 7 (10 points)
Diamonds."
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
There seem to be a lot of points
has'gone:around the table. Too many according
SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
to:
10
3+
30
SMART: " Three Spades. Opponents
?
are psychic, but in what way is not clear.
South holds:If West has opened on a distributional
+ AKJJ <;?A742 0 865 + 83.
freak then we want to be in Six Clubs.
What should South bid?
If, however, he has an old-fashioned
Answer: Five Clubs, 10; Four Dia- balanced yarborough 3NT is probably
monds, 8; Three Spades, 6; Four Clubs, best- part of partner's strength will be
in diamonds. If West has the former
Six Clubs or Double, 4.
The panel's vote: 4 for Five Clubs; hand he will p·robably contest with Four
3 for Four Diamonds (Dormer, Sharples or Five Diamonds. If the latter he will
and Swinnerton-Dyer); 2 for T hree keep quiet and partner can now bid
Spades (Nunes and Smart); 1 for 3NT."
The more popular middle-of-the-road
Double (Crowhurst); 1 for Four Clubs
bids
were:
(Reese); 1 for Six Clubs (Fox).
SHARPLES: '"Four Diamonds. As we
A wide variety. The three extremes
have values for a game this is a costhad a common theme:
nothing bid. Four Diamonds caters for
CROWliURST: "Double. It seems as
if partner's jump overcall has provoked partner havimg a secondary suit. He
East into competing on rather inade- may have been precluded from doubling
quate values, but this is no time for by holding a shortage in the other
hard-luck stories and I find it difficult to major."
see where the opponents are going to
BucKLEY: "·Five Clubs. Three Spades
find nine tricks. It should be comfort- could turn out well."
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time West has King-Jack. We may
have a second trick if partner holds the
diamond King or the heart Queen. If
the latter, the lead may convince declarer that South has it."
The lone voice:
REESE: " Three of spades. One should
always think carefully before making
the lead that opponents obviously expect.
Here the Ace of clubs may well find
dummy with King and declarer with a
singleton. Partner may hold KingQueen of spades which we must establish. lf he has, either spade can be led.
But the three works better if he has Kxx
or Qxx."
He almost makes it sound reasonable. ·

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, Jove all, the bidding
has goue:SoUTH
WEsT
NORTH
EAST
No
10
2+ :..
No
3\;/
No
30
No
No
4\;/
4NT
No
No
50
6\;/
No
No
No
South holds:+ J3 \;/832 06542 + A875.
What should South lead?
Answer: Ace of Clubs, 10; Three of
Spades, 6; a low club, 4.
The panel's vote: ll for Ace of Clubs;
1 for Three of Spades (Reese).
I set this question with the idea that a
case could be made for the underlead
of the Ace of clubs. This has been given
a consolation award in spite of the fact
that several panelists rejected it after
some thought.
BESSE: "Ace of clubs. One might be
inclined to underlead the Ace of clubs,
but it is unlikely that East bids the slam
with two club losers and at the same

The following answers were received
from H. Pilarski (Amsterdam) too late
for inclusion:
1. Four Diamonds. 2. No Bid. 3.
Two Spades. 4. (a) Prefer Two Hearts;
(b) Four Hearts. 5. Four Hearts. 6. (a)
2NT; (b) Three Hearts. 7. Six Clubs.
8. Ace of clubs.

PACHABO CUP RESULT
1. Sussex
2. Middlesex
3. Warwickshire
!Kent
= 4. ~ Somerset
Surrey
7. Notts
8. Devon & Cornwall
9. Yorkshire
10. Gloucestershire

l

11. Stafford
12. North West
13. Essex
14. Berks & Bucks
15. Oxford
16. Derby
17. Norfolk
18. Leicester
19. Lincoln
20. Southern Counties

147
139
131

130!

129!
124!
124

120

Sussex: F. North; J. M. Pugh ;
J. Albuquerque; R. Franses; C.
M. Summers; G. Bernard.

117
114!
113
110
101

92!
92
80!

79!
73!

Middlesex: Mr. and Mrs. P.
Juan; Miss D. Shanahan; P.
Swinnerton-Dyer.
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Directory of E.B.U . .Affiliated

Clubs
Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty pairs (£2S) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday
anerooons. TUrriON.
MAYFAlll BRID<:JE Sruoto--110 Mount Street,
W.l. (2nd floor). ORO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
H. Pontina. Stakr!S 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun.,
Wed. evenings (>d., Mon. afternoon 6<1. Fri.
evenina If-. Duplicate pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday evenmgs 7.30, 2nd Sun. afternoon, teams
2nd and 4th Sat. e:venings.
SruotO BJUDOB CLu-18a Queens Way,
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. :)takes 2/·, 1/· and 6d. Partnership Mon. and Fri. eveninas.
MIDDLESEX
HlOROATE BRD>G£ Cl.u-80 Highgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. anernoon, Friday
and Saturday everlings.
SURREY
HEAm BRJDGI> CLua.- Thc Heath, Weybridac. Weybridae 3620. Hon. sec. C. G. Ainger.
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and 1/-. :Partnership Tues. an. and eve.,
Fri. aft. Duplicate: Mon. and Tbul'$. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
SUSSEX
BDONOR CI.UE-2 Sudley Road, Bognor
Reaas. Bognor Regis · 200. Hon. Sec., G. A.
Harries. Bridae every afternoon except Sun.
Partnership Wed. Duplicate 1st Tues. in the
month. Bridge Fd. eve.
HORSHAM BRIDGE Cl.u-22A East Street,
Horsham, Susse>:. Hol'$ham 4921 or 2078.
Hoo. Sec., Mrs. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric,
H ol'$ham. Stakes 3d. Partnership, Sun., Thurs.
eve., Wed., Fri. aft. Duplicate Tues. eve.
Cut·in Moo., Thurs., Sat. an.
WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE CI.U11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Sec. Miss J. Frdler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.
Partnership, Tues.. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sat.
evenina. Duplieat.e Sunday.
WARWICKSHIRE
H EAmERCROFT BIUDOB CLUI-2 Pebble Mill
Road, Birminaham 5. SELiy Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in. or Partnership every an. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Mon. an., and as
desi.r ed by Membf~rs. VisitOr$ welcome.
YORKS
LEEDS BJUDO£ CLUB Lro.- Moortown Corner
House, Leeds 17.. Leeds 681 S71. Hon. Sec.,
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate Tues. and Thurs.
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight
except Friday. Rubber Bridae every niaht.

BERKSHIRE
RI!A.OINO Bruoos Cr.uu. 3S Jesse Terrace,
Readina. Tel. Readana S2136. Hon. Sec.
C. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership.
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday
evenina.
HANTS
BoUR£NM01.1TH, Gr<OVB ROAD BRIDGE Cl.u£ast Cliff Cottage, S7 Grove Road, Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thurs. and Sat. alt., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SUTHERLAND BIUDOE CLU2 Rockstone Place. Tel.: 2S291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Partnership:
Tues. eve. and Wed. alt. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri.
an., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX CLUB-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemouth.
Westbourne 640341.
Hon. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. an. and Wed. evenina
2d. Partnership Tues. an. and Friday aft.
Duplicate 1st, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each
month.
HERTS
HOOOESOON SlUDGE CLU-Hiah Street,
Hoddesdon. Hoddesdon 3813. Hon. Sec.
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. anernoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANIC.UN, C&A!GMORE BIUDOE CLUB-Howard
Road, Shanldin, 1. W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. Duplicate Mon.
(Oct. to May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri.

KENT

Wtsr KENT CLu-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells!.. Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21S I3. Hon.
Sec., r<.. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership, Mon. and Wed. 6<1., Wed. and Fri. 3d.
Duplicate, lst and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
SlDC\11'-Sidcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf
Oub, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
W. Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidcup. Telephone:
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.,
Wed., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
LANCS
LIVERPOOL-Liverpool Brid_ae Oub, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
Tue., Fri. afternoon. DupUeate Mon. evening.
LONDON
GRANO SuM BRJDGE CLU-21 Craven HiU,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/· and 2/-.

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, partners~p days, duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.
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CLASS I F I ED A D VERT I SEMENTS

5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW
H AllROW BRIOOE CLUR- 16 Northwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx. Tel. llarrow 3908.
Good standard Bridae in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice dally. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturdoy evemna.

LONDON
ORAND SLAM BRIDGE CLua--21 Craven H ill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership evenings Mondays &: Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty Pairs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday
anernoons. T UITION.

N01,'tNGI IAM
NOl,'tNOIIAM llKtDOs CLuu-401 Mansfield
Road, Noulnahurn 6S99S. (Mr. und Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) ll alf Way House for Sunday
matches. D uplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednes·
day, Saturday 7 p.m. Rubber Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 2.30-6 p.m.

M ISCELLANEOUS
BIUDGE REQUISITIES
Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips,
Result Charts, Hand Record (Curtain) Cards,
"Silent Bidders" etc. MOVEMENT C ARDS
for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

W ALLETS- beller than boards at less than balf
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Ocl. per set of 32
LEATHERETIE £4 J 4s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W. B. Tallow, 2 Roseberry Coon, LLANDUDNO

TUITION
NICO GARDEN ER guarantees to improve
your same. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
a ll under personal supervision; a lso postal course,
The London School of Bridse, 38 Kina's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENsington 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under cbam·
pionsbip auidaoce. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lec:tures. Folder free from
the Mayfai.r Bridge Studio (Dept. S), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or 'pbone ORO 2844.

RESULT OF MAY COMPETITION
Only two solvers produced the winni ng a nswer on Problem I , and one of those
two proved to be panelist Herman Filarski, whose answers had insinuated themselves into the wrong heap. Fortunately for solvers the situation in this problem
does not arise every day. One panelist even doubted whether it was genuint', and
suggested that the Conductor had been having too much rich food late at night.
WiMer:
Max. 100
R. B. JACKSON, "G ienholme", Chorleywood Road, Rickmanswort h, Her ts. 96
Second, equal:
I. G . SMITH, Hillcroft, Twyford, Hants.
P. VAN WFFREN, Oppenheimstraat 29, Leiden, Holland.

89
89

Other leading scores: G. K. RussELL, 87; J. RtTCHJE, J. E. GORDON, 86; N. F.
CHOULARTON, 83; R. W. TARRANT and J. E. TAYLOR, 82; and T . WALICKJ, 81.
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Diary of Even1ts
1962
June

23-24 Rlxt MARKUS CUP-WOMEN'S l NDIVUDUAL
30-J uly 1 SECOND OPEN T RIAL, PART 1

J uly

7- 8
16-21
25

SECOND OPEN T RIAL, PART 2
I NVITATION T OURNAMENT
D oRIN CUP

Grand,
East bou rne
Nat. Lib. Club
Nat. Lib. Club
Golf H otel,
D eauville
D rift Bridge
Hotel, Epsom

...

Sept.

6-18
22- 23
22- 23

EuROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP
FfRST CAMROSE TRIAL
N .E.B.A. CONGRESS ...

Beirut
Nat. L ib. Club
Zetland H otel,
Salt burn

Oct.

12-15

E.B.U. A UTUMN CONGRESS ...

19- 21

WEST OF ENGLAND CONGRESS

19-21

D ERBYSHJ RE CoNGRESS

26-28

ST. D UNSTAN'S CONGRESS

Grand,
East bourne
Grand Atla ntic,
Weston
New Bath,
Matlock
Craiglands, Ilkley

Nov.

D ec.

2-4

N .W .C.B.A . CoNGRESS

17- 18
17- 18

CAMROSE-ENGLAND v. NORTHERN
SECOND CAMROSE TRIAL

24-25

MASTERS' INDIVIDUAL

IREI~AND

1- 2

TOLLEMACHE CUP-SOUTHERN
NORTHERN
SOUTH-WEST
MIDLANDS
8 YOUNG PLAYERS P AIRS
15-16 R tCHARO L EDERER CuP

Norbreck,
B lackpool
N . I reland
Midlan d Hotel,
Manchester
London
Lon don
Craiglands, Ilkley
Bristol
Gran d, Leicester
R egion al
London

1963
Ja n.

4-6
18-20

Feb.

15-17 CROYDON CoNGRESS .. .
22- 25 SPRING FOURSOMES .. .

MIDLAND CoUNTIES CONGRESS
WHITELAW CUP

Full particulars from:

Secretary- Mrs. A. L. FLEMING;
12 Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent
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D roitwich
Grand,
Eastbourne
Croydon
Grand ,
East bourne

For the Bridge Player ...

BRIDGE SET (8351) fitted with two packs of single colour backed
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/ Lose cards and pocket
edition ''Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d.
BRlDGE P UDLICATIONS
"Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)"
"Laws of Duplicate Bridge {1949)"

Retail price 3/6d.
Retail price 2/6d.

BRIDGE SCORING BLOCK (BR.4225) with the International
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue,
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price l/6d. each..

STATIONERS OTVJSION
Ti l OM AS DB LA RUE & CO. LTD. ,92 MIDDLESEX STREET, LOND ON, E. I

